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The cross section fore1e2→rp has been measured by the BES detector at BEPC at center-of-mass
energies covering a 40 MeV interval spanning theJ/c resonance. The data are used to search for the vector
gluonium state hypothesized by Brodsky, Lepage, and Tuan as an explanation of therp puzzle in charmonium
physics. The shape of therp cross section is compatible with that of the total hadronic cross section. No
distortions indicating the presence of a vector glueball are seen.@S0556-2821~96!03613-2#
PACS number~s!: 13.25.Gv, 12.39.Mk, 13.65.1i, 14.40.Gx
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There is a well-known mystery in charmonium physic
the so-called ‘‘rp puzzle.’’ According to quantum chromo
dynamics, theJ/c and c(2S) resonances areS-wave cc̄
bound states that decay to hadrons via three gluons or, w
smaller probability, via a single direct photon. In either ca
the partial decay width is proportional touC(0)u2, the square
of thecc̄ wave function at the origin. Expectations based

*Present address: Stanford Linear Accelerator Center, Stan
California 94309.
540556-2821/96/54~1!/1221~4!/$10.00
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perturbative QCD are that, for any specific final hadron
stateh,

Qh[
B„c~2S!→h…

B„J/c→h…
>
B~c~2S!→e1e2!

B~J/c→e1e2!

50.14760.023 @1#. ~1!

While this rule appears to be satisfied for most hadron
channels, there are startling exceptions that occur for t
rp andK* K̄ final states. These are dominant hadronic cha
nels for J/c decays but are not seen inc(2S) decays; the
present experimental limits@1# are
rd,
1221 © 1996 The American Physical Society
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Qrp,0.0028 andQK* K̄,0.011. ~2!

An intriguing possible explanation for this anomaly w
provided by Brodsky, Lepage, and Tuan@2# based on a re-
finement of an idea of Hou and Soni@3#. They assume the
general validity of the perturbative QCD theorem that to
hadron helicity is conserved in high-momentum-transfer
clusive processes, in which case the decays torp and
K* K̄ are forbidden for both theJ/c and thec(2S). The
observedJ/c decays to these channels are mediated by
intermediate gluonium stateO with quantum number
JPC5122 and a mass near that of theJ/c. The experimen-
tal limits given by Eq.~2! imply that theO mass is within 80
MeV of the mass of theJ/c and its total width is less than
160 MeV @2#.

Experimentally, the search for such a vector gluoniu
state could be carried out using sources of three gluons
curring in certain hadronic decays of thec(2S), such as
c(2S)→pp1X,h1X,h81X, whereX decays into vector-
pseudoscalar (VP) final states@3#. A more direct way to
verify the existence ofO is to scan thee1e2→VP cross
section across theJ/c resonance@4#. TheO, being close in
mass to theJ/c and having decay widthGO substantially
larger thanGJ/c , should interfere with theJ/c, producing a
distortion of the shape of theJ/c obtained from the
e1e2→VP cross section compared to that of the total ha
ronic or lepton pair cross section. In this paper, we report
such a search based on an energy scan done with the Be
Spectrometer~BES! @5# at the Beijing Electron-Positron Col
lider ~BEPC!.

Cross section measurements were performed at 29 di
ent energy points covering a 40 MeV interval spanning
J/c resonance. The original purpose of the scan was m
surements of the total and lepton partial widths of theJ/c,
the results of which are published elsewhere@6#. The data
sample corresponds to a total integrated luminosity of 2
nb21. In this energy region the uncertainty in the c.m. e
ergy of the BEPC collider is60.07 MeV, and the rms c.m
energy spread is 1 MeV@5#. A summary of the energy point
at which data were taken is provided in Table I.

In this analysis, the candidate events fore1e2→rp are
required to have exactly two, oppositely charged and w
reconstructed tracks, and between two and six neutral en
clusters in the shower counters. Each charged track is id
tified as a pion using a combination of the time-of-flight a
dE/dx information. In order to remove lepton pair even
we require the opening angle between the two charged tr
to be less than 170°, the total energy deposit in the calor
eter associated with the two charged tracks to be less tha
GeV, and at least one charged tracknot identified as a muon
by the muon counters. The events are required to hav
least two ‘‘good’’ photons, which are defined as neutral e
ergy deposits that are larger than 80 MeV and are separ
from the nearest charged track by more than 8°. The
lected events are kinematically fitted to thep1p2gg hy-
pothesis by imposing the energy and momentum constra
corresponding to each scan point. For events where the n
ber of good photons exceeds 2, all two-photon combinati
are fitted, and the combination with the minimumx2 and
P(x2).0.01 is retained. Finally, the mass cu
uMgg2Mp0u,50 MeV/c2 and uMpp2M ru,200 MeV/c2
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are also applied. The number ofrp candidates found in each
scan point is listed in the last column of Table I.

The rp scan data are analyzed using a maximum likel
hood method. The likelihood function is a product of Pois
sion distributions, one for each center-of-mass energyWi .
At each scan pointi , the number of expected eventsn i is
given by

n i5@esrp~Wi !1sb~Wi !#Li ; ~3!

e is the overall efficiency for identifyingrp events,Li is the
integrated luminosity,srp(Wi) is the corresponding cross
section forrp production, andsb(Wi) is the background
cross section. The efficiency combines the trigger efficienc
which is estimated to be 98.4% for two-prong hadron even
@6#, and the reconstruction and selection efficiency, which
determined from Monte Carlo simulations to be 13.1% an
virtually independent of energy over the scan region. Bac
grounds come from e1e2→J/c→p1p2p0~direct!,
K1K2p0, etc. Assuming that the shape of the background
compatible with the shape ofe1e2→J/c→hadrons, the
background cross section can be written as

sb~W!5(
k

ekBks tot~W!, ~4!

whereek is the overall efficiency for a specific background
processk, Bk is the corresponding branching fraction, and
s tot(W) is the total observed cross section of theJ/c reso-
nance in which radiative corrections and collider c.m. energ
spread are taken into account. Forp1p2p0~direct! and
K1K2p0, the main background processes, Monte Car
simulations yield the efficiencies for reconstruction and se
lection to be 5.86% and 0.75%, respectively.

Therp cross sectionsrp(W) is the sum of a nonresonant
direct-channel contribution from nonresonant virtual photo

TABLE I. A summary of the data of therp scan.

Scan point W ~MeV! L ~nb21) N

1 3079.1 11.434 0
2 3080.5 51.378 0
3 3084.9 12.086 1
4 3085.5 10.767 0
5 3087.7 9.142 0
6 3090.0 12.318 0
7 3090.6 5.801 0
8 3091.9 6.019 0
9 3092.6 2.826 0
10 3093.6 6.866 1
11 3094.5 5.715 4
12 3095.3 5.498 12
13 3095.7 5.459 26
14 3096.1 3.353 14
15 3096.5 5.617 24
16 3096.9 5.414 17
17 3097.3 1.833 10
18 3097.7 6.161 15
19 3098.1 5.853 8
20 3098.5 4.384 2
21 3098.9 1.818 1
22 3099.3 4.036 0
23 3099.7 1.738 0
24 3100.1 13.470 3
25 3100.7 1.990 1
26 3102.7 11.376 2
27 3105.5 11.226 1
28 3110.1 5.659 0
29 3116.4 8.709 1
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annihilation and a resonant term that is convoluted with
Gaussian function describing the c.m. energy spread of
collider:

srp~W!5Rrpsmm~W!1
1

A2pD
E
0

`

dW8

3expS 2
~W2W8!2

2D2 Ds~W8!. ~5!
a
the
Here smm is the pure QEDe1e2→mm cross section and
Rrp is the fractional nonresonant direct-channel cross sect
for rp production,D is the standard deviation of the Gauss
ian function, ands(W) is the Breit-Wigner cross section due
to the J/c andO propagators for the processe1e2→rp.
Taking into account radiative corrections@7#, s(W) can be
expressed as
s~W!5F11
3

4
b1

a

p S p2

3
2
1

2D 2b2S p2

12
2

9

32D G E01dxbxb21S uBu2

@W2~12x!2MJ/c
2 #21MJ/c

2 GJ/c
2

1
uDu2

@W2~12x!2MO
2 #21MO

2GO
2 1

2Re$DB@W2~12x!2MO
2 2 iM OGO#@W2~12x!2MJ/c

2 1 iM J/cGJ/c#%

$@W2~12x!2MO
2 #21MO

2GO
2 %$@W2~12x!2MJ/c

2 #21MJ/c
2 GJ/c

2 % D
[sJ/c~W!1sO1I~W!, ~6!
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where b5(2a/p)@ ln(W2/me
2)21#, B is the J/c partial

width to e1e2 ~denoted asGJ/c
ee ) andrp ~denoted asGJ/c

rp )
in the form uBu2512pGJ/c

ee GJ/c
rp , D5uDuexp(iu) is the con-

tribution from theO with u denoting a possible relative com
plex phase,MJ/c ,GJ/c are the mass and total width of th
J/c, andMO ,GO are the mass and total width of theO. For
the analysis in this work,s(W) is decomposed into two
parts:sJ/c(W) is the first term in Eq.~6! and corresponds to
the normalJ/c resonance, andsO1I(W) is the sum of the
second and third terms due to theO and its interference with
the J/c.

In fitting the cross sectionsrp in Eq. ~5! to the results
listed in Table I,uBu, uDu, Rrp , MO , GO , andu are treated
as free, independent parameters.MO is limited to vary from
MJ/c280 MeV toMJ/c180 MeV, andGO up to 160 MeV.
These ranges are suggested by Ref.@2#. The lower bound of
GO is set to 2 MeV. Although in the literature@3,8,2# GO is
proposed to be at least on the order of 10 MeV, here a m
general search is pursued. In this experiment, 2 MeV is
limit of the sensitivity, due to the finite c.m. energy spread
the collider and the statistics of the data. ForMJ/c , GJ/c ,
GJ/c
ee , andD, the values determined from the same set of

scan data@6# are used here as well as in the backgrou
expression of Eq. ~4!. The best fit values are a
MO2MJ/c50.760.4 MeV andGO52 MeV. The fits yield
an upper limit with the cross section ratio of

sO1I /sJ/c,0.098 ~90% C.L.! ~7!

atW5MJ/c .
For the model proposed in Ref.@2#, thesJ/c contribution

should observe the perturbative QCD relation of Eq.~1!:
namely

B„c~2S!→rp…

sJ/c /s tot
50.147, ~8!

while the anomalousJ/c→rp decay mode is the contribu
tion from sO1I , modifying Eq.~8! to become

B„c~2S!→rp…

~sJ/c1sO1I !/s tot
5Qrp . ~9!
re
he
f

e
d

Combining Eqs.~8! and~9! and using the experimental limit
of Qrp in Eq. ~2!, we find

sO1I /sJ/c 50.147/Qrp21.51.5, ~10!

in clear contradiction with the obtained upper bound in Eq
~7!. In Fig. 1, the contours of the fitted ratiosO1I /sJ/c are
plotted on theGO andMO-MJ/c planes. The shaded area is
the insensitive region of this experiment, due to the finit
c.m. energy spread of the collider and the statistics of th
data. It can be seen clearly that outside this insensitive r
gion, the existence of a vector gluonium state which contrib
utes to the anomalousrp decay is definitely excluded.

Furthermore, if we definel to be the ratio ofL(H0), the
maximum value of the likelihood function for the null hy-
pothesis@ uDu50 in Eq. ~6!#, to L(H1), the maximum value
of the likelihood function for the vector glueball hypothesis
we find22lnl50.84. In the limit where the distribution of
22lnl is thex2 distribution for one degree of freedom, the
90% confidence level expectation is22lnl,2.71. This in-
dicates that our results are in good agreement with the n
hypothesis and there is no evidence for the vector glueb
hypothesis.

In the case of no contribution from theO, srp(W) can be
simply expressed as

srp~W!5Rrpsmm~W!1Brps tot~W!, ~11!

and fitting the data allowing bothBrp andRrp to be free
parameters yields Brp5B(J/c→rp)5(1.2160.20)%,
while Rrp5(7.367.1)31023. The errors include the statis-
tical and the systematic errors added in quadrature. This
the first measurement of theBrp for the J/c from the scan
across the resonance, and the result is consistent with
Particle Data Group value@1#, which comes from the data
taken at theJ/c resonance peak. The measuredrp cross
sections are shown as a function of c.m. energy in Fig. 2~a!.
The solid curve in this figure is the result of the likelihood fi
to the null hypothesis. The dot-dashed curve shows the d
torted cross sections expected from the hypotheticalO with
MO5MJ/c andGO52 MeV whose contribution satisfies the
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lower bound of relation~10!. The more theMO is deviated
from theMJ/c and the broader theGO is, the better the shape
of the cross section curve would be distinguished from
J/c resonance. For comparison, the measured total hadr
cross section and the fitted curve from Ref.@6# are shown in
Fig. 2~b!. The quality of the fit in Fig. 2~a! is checked by
forming the likelihood ratiol with the result22lnl522.0.
In the large statistics limit, this should obey ax2 distribution
for 27 degrees of freedom, further indicating that the fit w
the null hypothesis is acceptable.

In conclusion, the data from a scan of therp cross sec-
tion over a 40 MeV interval spanning theJ/c resonance
have been used to search for the vector gluonium stateO that
was hypothesized to explain therp puzzle in J/c and
c(2S) physics. No evidence was found to support the ex
ence of such a vector gluonium state. The shape of therp
curve is found to be consistent with the shape of the to
hadronic curve with no distortion observed within the expe
mental uncertainties. TheJ/c→rp branching fraction ob-
tained from fitting the shape of the scan data yields the re
(1.2160.20)%. Therp puzzle in charmonium physics re
mains a puzzle.
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FIG. 1. The contours of the fitted ratiosO1I /sJ/c for each pair
of GO andMO2MJ/c values. The shaded area is the insensit
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existence of theO to explain the anomalousJ/c→rp can be ruled
out.
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FIG. 2. ~a! The center-of-mass energy dependence of therp
cross section resulting from the likelihood fit~solid curve!, com-
pared to the data corrected for the efficiency and background. T
dot-dashed curve is the expected cross section due to theO if its
contribution is at the lower bound of relation~10! with
MO5MJ/c andGO52 MeV which corresponds to the limit of the
experimental sensitivity. ~b! The total cross section for
e1e2→hadrons.
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